Your Name

Your City, Your State

Introduction
[Insert your mission statement here] Introduce yourself and youroffering. Include how long you
have been licensed for, what your objectives are doing market research, include your
marketing goals, where you are targeting to sell your offering, and be as specific as possible.

City Analysis
Detail the city that you are working in and the amount of residence, market size, within it.
Explain any relevant information including current housing status, is it experiencing a housing
crisis, housing boom, stagnation, ect. Do research about the city that you're working in to start
building a foundation for your marketing. Also include how many real competitors are in your
market.

Situational Analysis
Briefly bullet point your assets and skills.
●
●
●
Write two or three sentences, if needed about your assets and skills.

Market Analysis
Political and Legal
Include any political or legal information that may provide you opportunities,
threats, and understand the legal landscape where you plan on conducting business. If
this does not apply to you, simply type in “not applicable.”

Regulatory Environment
Describe any regulations that may have an effect on your business or marketing efforts. If this

does not apply to you, simply type in “not applicable.”

Economic Environment
Explain any economic research and information you can that will have an effect on your
business. For example, are interest rates low? What are the interest rates? are the interest rates
motivating buyers? Is inventory low and property value skyrocketing? What is the median
household income? How much is the household income expected to increase by? [Forecast
future buying power and sales]
Research and include as much information about the economic climate that you're going to be
working in. If this does not apply to you, simply type in “not applicable.”

Social and Culture Environment
Explain the social and cultural environment. How many districts are there in the city or town that
you plan on targeting? What is the culture? Is there a Chinatown? Japantown? Old Town? What are the
attitudes, values, and beliefs in each district? How many neighborhood segments are there in the city and
town that you're working in and what is the culture and social environment within them? Are they
collectivistic? Are they individualistic? Are they multi family households? Does the culture typically pass
the homes down from generation to generation in those neighborhoods and districts or do they sell? Etc.

Demographic Environment
How many residents live within the city/town? What are the demographics?
San Jose currently has 1.1million residents with the following demographics:
●
●
●
●
●

x% White
x% Asian
x% Hispanic/Latino
x% Black or African American
x% Mixed/other race

Technological Environment (Example Below)
Baby boomers and tech workers between the ages of 33-45, target audiences who are
most likely to use Breya’s service, primarily use Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram as their
social media platform of choice. 1http://theflyerlab.com Sells 5,000 high-quality postcard flyers
1

The Flyer Lab pricing

for $110. Having the fire alarm print out 5,000 flyers per week well ensure that Breya comes in
contact with prospects who are not on social media and
Natural Environment

Physical Environment
Bullet point and/or explained details of the physical environment that pertain to you business in
this section.

Nature, size, and Extent of Demand for the Service (Example Below)
Market research revealed that 3%, or 30 out of 1,000 prospects, from Breya’s target market felt a
need for, and expressed strong interest, in Breya’s service. Additionally, when asking San Jose residents,
within the target market, about service desirability, strong, very strong, or poor, results concluded strong
sentiment for service demand.

Structure of Industry
Explain how you get into the industry and Industry requirements. Additionally, detail industry
standards.

SWOT Analysis
Create and insert a SWOT analysis here.

Target Market, Segmentation, and Positioning
Put your target market, Market segment, and positioning strategy here. Additionally, put buyer
and seller personas here as well.

Sellers:

Buyers:

Sales Forecast

Market Entry Strategy and Rationale

Marketing Mix Strategies and Tactics - In the
sections below include your service offerings,
marketing and advertising channels you plan on
using, Service and promotion prices, and
promotion strategy. (Apply the 4 P’s)
Breya’s service offerings include the following:

Branding Strategy: Put your branding strategy here. take polls,
surveys, and collect data.

Place/Distribution Strategy: Describe where your prospects are
going to receive your business and marketing materials, ownership,
sign contracts, etc. Additionally, if you have any marketing funnels,
landing pages, lead magnets, leave all of The information regarding
how your prospects are going to receive your offering in exchange
for their contact information in the section below.

Price Strategy:
What is your price strategy? Explain In this section.

Recommended Marketing Strategy:
Explain all of the communication channels that you plan on using, marketing platforms, and
mediums that you plan on using for your marketing in the section below.

Social Media Marketing Strategy and Channels
Insert your social media marketing strategy and channels in this section.

Promotion
Insert Your social media marketing plan, advertising plan, digital marketing plan, email
marketing plan, etc.

Bibliography
Insert all of your sources of all your research here

Appendices
Include all of your surveys, graphs, brainstorming, etc. here. This is basically your Junk drawer
of all of the information that you have collected that you may have or may not have found useful.
All of your interviews go in here, polls, flyers that you created, website metrics, everything that
has influenced you or helped you shape the idea of the market you're serving goes In this
section.

